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	Abstract: Missile Rail Launchers (MRLs) are loaded on current US Air Force fighter aircraft. These aircraft fly every training sortie with either a missile or a POD up-loaded onto wing station MRLs. The flight regimes on these training sorties create vibrations and impact loads between the MRL and loaded asset, erosion on leading edges due to aerodynamic loading, and corrosion due to thermal cycling between ground and elevated altitudes. Maintenance is performed on the MRLs every 90 days, then 18 and 36 months. Procedures usually carried out at these maintenance intervals are measuring wear, inspection for corrosion and erosion, and the reapplication of Solid Film Lubricant (SFL) as well as top-coat paint. Wear is the largest maintenance issue on the MRL and occurs on the Rail Structure of the MRL. This structure is in physical contact with a loaded missile or POD and it is the loaded asset that drives the wear. The Rail Structure is replaced when .016 in of wear has occurred with typical average wear values of .008 in exist. The maximum wear value has been reached in some cases in as little as 6 months of flying. A joint venture between the Missile and Launcher Group (AFLCMC/EBREM) and IBC Materials and Technology, Inc., has developed a revolutionary new coating for lightweight metals that, will replace the four current coatings on the Air Force’s MRLs: anodization, primer, paint, and SFL. The bonus with this new coating, Plasma Electrolytic Oxidation (PEO), is that it is also green. It neither contains nor produces any hazardous elements or compounds in its application. PEO offers 27% increased fatigue life, better corrosion performance, and 10X more wear resistance compared to Type III anodization.Six Rail Structures have been coated with PEO and then assembled into LAU-128 MRLs and loaded onto F-15 aircraft. These six LAU-128s have been flying for over 24 months loaded with a missile or POD. Physical measurements of the Rail Structure, at the missile/POD contact points, have been conducted every 6 months. These detailed measurements show .000 in of actual wear during this 24 month period. The coating appears as it did when it was first applied. War Fighters have not had to apply SFL/paint and not had to replace any of the six Rail Structures for being worn out. The estimated cost savings of replacing the Rail Structure for both the F-15 and F-16 MRLs is $5.4M per year. 


